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Andy Awesome:  The Power of One 

 

Introduction:  How can you use Andy Awesome?   

1. Use him as a marketing tool-  show parents the platform you will be using. 

2. Make onboarding easier- use Andy to introduce students to GuidedPath. 

3. Explore and experiment- Use Andy to tryout workflows, streamline, become 

familiar with features in GuidedPath. 

4. Create Student Persona- Make your ideal student Andy Awesome. 

Step 1: Get Andy’s Profile set up 

1. Profile-change his email address to one of your email addresses. 

2. Add profile details for your student persona. 

3. Change his graduation year to the current year for your seniors. 

4. Complete Student section- Freshman Undergraduate/Transfer:  Gap year, International, 

etc. 

5. Have students complete profile as first assignment.  You can use Andy Awesome to show 

them how. 

6. Add categories to Andy’s profile.  What categories would you need? 

7. Add a cloud storage link-  to help demonstrate how to use the cloud storage feature in GP 

8. Add Connections 

1.  Add at least 1 parent to Andy Awesome.  Use your bus. email. but different from 

Andy’s email. 

Step 2:  Make Andy a student 

1. Go through the registration process with Andy Awesome as your student. 

2. Register your phone as the student’s phone 

3. Complete the profile from the registration process 

4. Register parent for Andy Awesome 

Step 3: Surveys and Testing for Andy Awesome 

1. Since you are registered as “Andy” take one of the Learn surveys.  Start with Find My 

Spark.  What do you think of the results? 

2. Set up a testing schedule for Andy 

3. Add some test scores for Andy.  Add in at least 2 sets, so you can see the super score 

demonstrated. 
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Step 4:  College Search 

1. Use the  My Matches function for Andy.  If you gave him test scores, a GPA, a field of 

study and he has a Find My Spark result, you will have ready made lists to start off with. 

2. Modify the My Matches search- to narrow the list down and refine it.  Use tagged lists 

and other ways to narrow down Andy’s list. 

3. Add colleges to Andy’s Interested list from the college search 

4. Save your sample college search list 

5. Use Andy Awesome to create tagged lists, or lists that demonstrate different search 

criteria. 

Step 5:  College Lists 

1. Colleges added from a search go into the Interested College List 

2. Add colleges that your students regularly apply to. 

3. Put colleges in all 3 categories: My Colleges, Interested and Not Interested. 

4. Use My Chances to curate the list to create a balanced list. 

5. View your balanced list in the Colleges Dashboard. 

6. Check the List Summary.  Do you have  colleges with all types of application 

systems:  Common App, Coalition, Institutional and Universal?  This is very valuable for 

demonstrating later on with Andy.  It is easier to see the balance in List Summary, than in 

College Deadlines. 

7. Check the Net Price Estimates.  Make sure you have some colleges in the net price 

estimates that are different star ratings.  American, Beloit, Boston College,& Chico State 

are examples of each star rating. 

Step 6:  Applications 

1. Check the Application Deadlines list.  Make sure there are colleges with all the deadlines. 

EA 2 is the hardest one to find.  Examples are :  Beloit, Lawrence, Providence College, 

Salve Regina, University of Tampa. 

2. Use the Application Deadlines to set up your strategy for application plans. 

3. Create application plans for colleges your students frequently apply to.  Show students 

and parents all the steps it takes to get an application complete for those schools. 

4. If there are systems your students regularly apply to, include schools for the system in 

Andy’s list.  For example, I have a CSU, a UC and a private college on Andy’s list to 

demonstrate how each application’s components differ. 

 

Next Steps 

 

Create application plans for your student.  Add Discussion notes for your student.  Goal:  Make 

all the dashboards full of information!  Watch for upcoming webinars on Applications, 

Application plans and Decisions. 
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